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ABSTRACT
In 2007, Liao-Wang proposed a dynamic ID-based remote user authentication scheme for multi-server
environment using smart cards. However, Hsiang-Shih demonstrated that Liao-Wang’s scheme has
security flaws. Moreover, Hsiang-Shih proposed an improvement scheme which resolves the security
flaws of Liao-Wang scheme. In this paper, we propose an enhanced remote user authentication scheme
which maintains the merits of Hsiang-Shih’s scheme. Performance evaluation demonstrated the efficiency
of the proposed scheme over related works. Security analysis proved that the proposed scheme is secure
against known attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of Internet, remote user authentication has been one of the major issues in
network security. A traditional remote user authentication scheme permits identifying legal
users, among those who are not, to get them access to resources. In order to improve network
security, many schemes provide mutual verification. Mutual verification is the process in where
each participant, in a communication, can verify the identity of each other. Other property
desirable in a remote user authentication scheme is the key agreement between parties.
Lamport [1] introduced the concept of hash chain to authenticate remote user over open
networks. Due to the low computational cost of a one-way hash function [2], [3], Lamport’s
scheme is feasible for practical implementation with lightweight devices. However, Lamport’s
scheme requires that the server maintains a verification table, making it vulnerable to steal
information. Hwang et al. [4] proposed a server authentication scheme without verification table
in 1990. Since Lamport’s scheme and Hwang et al.’s scheme, several remote user authentication
schemes with smart cards have been proposed [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
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In this paper, we focus on dynamic ID-based remote user authentication schemes using smart
cards. The first remote user authentication scheme which introduced the concept of dynamic IDbased was proposed by Das et al. [12] in 2004. The scheme is based on one-way hash function
and the server does not maintain a verification table. This scheme prevents that an attacker or an
observer can know the identity of each user. However, Das et al.’s scheme is not suitable for
multi-server environment. Afterwards, Liao-Wang [13] proposed a dynamic ID-based remote
user authentication scheme for multi-server environment. However, Liao-Wang’s scheme is
vulnerable to the following common attacks: insider, masquerade, server spoofing and
registration centre spoofing. Hsiang-Shih [14] proposed an improvement of Liao-Wang’s
scheme which allows mutual authentication, establishes a session key and prevents common
attacks.
Although, the scheme proposed by Hsiang-Shih is more secure than Liao-Wang, this scheme
has the following drawback: each user must known the identification of the server in order to
create the login request message. In this case, if the user does not known the identification of the
server he cannot create the login request message, making this scheme less practical for real
implementation in a multi-server environment.
In this paper, we propose a new dynamic ID-based remote user authentication scheme based on
Hsian-Shih’s scheme. In contrast to the original scheme, the proposed scheme offers the
following advantages: 1) it is easy-of-use - users can create the login request message without
known the identification of each server; 2) more efficient in terms of computational cost; 3) and
provides strong security.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review Hsian-Shih’s scheme.
Section 3 shows the details of the proposed scheme. In section 4, we carry out the security
analysis of the proposed scheme. In section 5, we compare the proposed scheme with the related
schemes. Conclusions are given in section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review the scheme proposed by Hsiang-Shih which form the basis of our
proposal. The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations.
Notation
U
S
RC
ID
CID
SID
H()
SKU-S
r, x, y, z
⊕
||

Meaning
The user
The server
The registration centre
The identification of U
The dynamic ID of U
The identification of S
A secure one-way hash function
Session key between U and S
The secret keys maintained by RC
Exclusive-or operation
String concatenation operation

In general, dynamic ID-based remote user authentication schemes using smart card are defined
by three phases: Registration, Login, and Mutual Verification and Session Key Agreement. In
the registration phase, each user obtains the needed parameters in the scheme. In the login
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phase, each user uses her smart card to initialize a communication with a remote server. In the
mutual authentication and session key agreement phase, the participants (user and server) carry
out the authentication process and establish a session key for securing the transmitted data. In
addition, each scheme has a password change phase that enables users to update their passwords
freely without establish a communication with RC.

2.1. Hsiang-Shih’s Scheme
Hsiang-Shih’s [14] scheme is an improvement of the scheme proposed by Liao-Wang [13]. It
features are: 1) modification of the former protocol to provide mutual verification and establish
a session key; and 2) improve security.
Registration phase. In this phase, U obtains the needed parameters to be part of the scheme.
The process is as follows: U chooses and keys ID, PW and secret number b, and computes h(b
⊕ PW). Then, U sends ID and h(b ⊕ PW) to RC through a secure channel. Upon receiving the
registration request message, RC computes the security parameters (from step 4 to 9) to make
her member of the scheme. In the step 10, RC stores V, B, H, R, h() in U’s smart card. Finally, U
enters b into her smart card. Table 2 shows the protocol.
Table 2. Registration protocol.
1. U:
2. U:
3. U  RC:
4. RC:
5. RC:
6. RC:
7. RC:
8. RC:
9. RC:
10. RC  U:
11. U:

ID, PW, b
h(b ⊕ PW)
ID, h(b ⊕ PW)
T = h(ID || x)
V = T ⊕ h(ID || h(b ⊕ PW))
A = h(h(b ⊕ PW) || r) ⊕ h(x ⊕ r)
B = A ⊕ h(b ⊕ PW)
R = h(h(b ⊕ PW) || r)
H = h(T)
V, B, H, R, h()
V, B, H, R, h(), b

Login phase. In this phase, U creates the login request message as follows: Firstly, U keys her
ID and PW, and the identification of S. Then, her smart card recovers T’ from V and computes
H*. The smart card checks whether or not H* and H are equal. If the verification is correct, the
identity of U is assured and the smart card generates a nonce N. The nonce N is used to compute
the security parameters (A, CID, P, Q, D, C). Finally, U sends the login request message (CID,
P, Q, D, C, N) to S. Table 3 shows the protocol.
Table 3. Login protocol.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:

ID, PW, SID
T’ = V ⊕ h(ID || h(b ⊕ PW))
H* = h(T’)
H* ?= H
N
A’ = B ⊕ h(b ⊕ PW)
CID = h(b ⊕ PW) ⊕ h(T’ || A’ || N)
P = T’ ⊕ h(A’ || N || SID)
Q = h(B || A’ || N)
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10. U:
D = R ⊕ SID ⊕ N
11. U:
C = h(A’ || N+1 || SID)
12. U  S: CID, P, Q, D, C, N
Mutual verification and session key agreement phase. In this phase, S, RC and U perform the
following process:
Upon receiving the login request message, S generates a nonce N1 and computes M. Then, S
sends the user’s verification message to RC. Afterward, RC recovers N1’ from M and computes
R*, A* and C* (steps 5, 6 and 7). RC checks whether or not C* and C are equal. If they are
equal, it generates a nonce N2 and computes C1 and C2. In step 12, RC sends the
acknowledgement message to S. S verifies the authenticity of RC through steps 13 and 14. If the
verification process is correct, S computes and sends the challenge request message to U. U
computes M2* and compares it with M2. If they are equal, the identity of S is assured. C
computes and sends the challenge response message to S. S computes and compares M3* with
M3. If the verification is correct, the identity of U is assured. Finally, U and S computes the
session key SKU-B. Table 4 shows the protocol.
Table 4. Mutual verification and session key agreement protocol.
1. S:
2. S:
3. S  RC:
4. RC:
5. RC:
6. RC:
7. RC:
8. RC:
9. RC:
10. RC:
11. RC:
12. RC  S:
13. S:
14. S:
15. S:
16. S:
17. S:
18. S:
19. S:
20. S:
21. S:
22. S:
23. S  U:
24. U:
25. U:
26. U:
27. U  S:
28. S:
29. S:
30. U:
31. S:

N1
M = h(SID || y) ⊕ N1
M, SID, D, C, N
N1’ = h(SID || y) ⊕ M
R* = D ⊕ SID ⊕ N
A* = R* ⊕ h(x ⊕ r)
C* = h(A* || N+1 || SID)
C* ?= C
N2
C1 = h(N1 || h(SID || y) || N2)
C2 = A ⊕ h(h(SID || y) ⊕ N1
C1 , C2 , N2
C1* = h(N1 || h(SID || y) || N2)
C1* ?= C1
A’ = C2 ⊕ h(h(SID || y) ⊕ N1
T’ = P ⊕ h(A’ || N || SID)
H(b ⊕ PW)’ = CID ⊕ h(T’ || A’ || N)
B* = A’ ⊕ h(b ⊕ PW)’
Q* = h(B* || A’ || N)
Q* ?= Q
N3
M2 = h(B* || N || A’ || SID)
M2 , N3
M2* = h(B* || N || A’ || SID)
M2* ?= M2
M3 = h(B || N3 || A || SID)
M3
M3* = h(B || N3 || A || SID)
M3* ?= M3
SKU-B = h(B || A || N || N3 || SID)
SKU-B = h(B || A || N || N3 || SID)
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3. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we propose an improvement on Hsiang-Shih’s scheme which keeps the merits of
the original scheme and is easy-of-use.

3.1. Registration phase
In this phase, when U wants to be a legal participant in the scheme, she must submit her identity
ID to RC. In our scheme, U must apply in person at a Registration Centre office in where each
new user must present identification document, birth certificate and other personal documents.
New users must choose and submit her ID to RC. RC generates randomly a password PW and
secret value b, and computes the security parameters for each new user. The process is as
follows:
Firstly, U chooses and submits her ID to RC. Upon receiving the identification of U, RC
generates randomly two values for each user, PW and b. Then, RC computes the security
parameters (from step 4 to 10) using user’s identification ID, secret keys (x and z), and user’s
password PW and secret value b. Finally, RC stores some secure parameters (V, B, R, H, b, h())
in the U’s smart card and sends this smart card to this user via secure channel. Table 5 describes
the operations carried out by U and RC.
Table 5. Our proposed registration protocol.
1. U:
2. U  RC:
3. RC:
4. RC:
5. RC:
6. RC:
7. RC:
8. RC:
9. RC:
10. RC:
11. RC  U:

ID
ID
PW, b
T = h(ID || x || b)
V = T ⊕ h(ID || PW)
A = h(h(ID || PW) || z)
B = A ⊕ h(ID || PW || b)
R = h(h(PW || b) || x)
H = h(T)
I = H ⊕ R
V, B, H, I, b, h()

In addition, each server must obtain its security parameter h(SID || y) via a secure channel.

3.2. Login phase
In this phase, when U wants to login the server S, she must insert her smart card and key her ID
and PW. Her smart card must verify the identity of U before creates and sends the login request
message to S. The process is as follows:
In the first step, U keys her ID and PW. Then, her smart card recovers T’ from V. The smart card
computes H* and checks whether or not is equal to H. If the verification is correct, the legality
of U is assured and the smart card computes the needed parameters (from step 5 to 12) to create
the login request message. Finally, U’s smart card sends the login request message (h(PW || b),
Q, D, CID, P) to S. Table 6 shows the operations carried out by U.
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Table 6. Our proposed login protocol.
1. U:
2. U:
3. U:
4. U:
5. U:
6. U:
7. U:
8. U:
9. U:
10. U:
11. U:
12. U:
13. U  S:

ID, PW
T’ = V ⊕ h(ID || PW)
H* = h(T’)
H* ?= H
R’ = H* ⊕ I
A’ = B ⊕ h(ID || PW || b)
N
Q = R’ ⊕ N
D = R’ ⊕ h(ID || PW) ⊕ N
C = h(A’ || R’ || N)
CID = h(PW || b || N) ⊕ C
P = h(C || h(PW || b || N) || Q)
h(PW || b), Q, D, CID, P

Note that U does not need to know server’s identity SID.

3.3. Mutual verification and session key agreement phase
In this phase, when S receives the login request message from U, S asks RC about the legality of
U. RC verifies the legality of S and provides security information, which can be used to carry
out the authentication of U, to S. Afterward, S and U complete the mutual authentication
process. Finally, U and S establish a session key for protecting transmitted data. Table 7 shows
the operations carried out by S, RC and U.
Table 7. Our proposed mutual verification and session key agreement protocol.
1. S:
2. S:
3. S:
4. S  RC:
5. RC:
6. RC:
7. RC:
8. RC:
9. RC:
10. RC:
11. RC:
12. RC:
13. RC:
14. RC:
15. RC:
16. RC:
17. RC:
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

RC  S:
S:
S:
S:
S:

N1
M = h(h(SID || y) || N1)
O = M ⊕ h(PW || b)
SID, N1, O, Q, D
h(SID || y)*
M* = h(h(SID || y)* || N1)
M* ?= M
h(PW || b)’ = M* ⊕ O
R* = h(h(PW || b)’ || x)
N’ = R ⊕ Q
h(ID || PW)’ = R* ⊕ D ⊕ N’
A* = h(h(ID || PW)’ || z)
C* = h(A* || R* || N’)
N2
M1 = C* ⊕ h(h(SID || y) || N2)
C1 = A* ⊕ h(h(SID || y) || N’)
C2 = h(h(SID || y) || N’) ⊕ h(h(SID || y) || N2) ⊕
N’
N2, M1, C1, C2
h(h(SID || y) || N2)*
C’ = M1 ⊕ h(h(SID || y) || N2)*
h(PW || b || N)’ = CID ⊕ C’
P* = h(C’ || h(PW || b || N)’ || Q)
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

S:
S:
S:
S:
S  U:
U:

29. U:
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

U:
U:
U:
U:
U  S:
S:
S:
U:
S:

P* ?= P
N3
M2 = C’ ⊕ N3
M3 = h(h(h(SID || y) || N2)* || N3)
C1, C2, M2, M3
h(h(SID || y) || N’)’ = A ⊕ C1
h(h(SID || y) || N2)’ = h(h(SID || y) || N’)’ ⊕ C2
⊕ N
N3’ = C’ ⊕ M2
M3* = h(h(h(SID || y) || N2)’ || N3’)
M3* ?= M3
M4 = h(C || h(h(SID || y) || N2)’ || N3’)
M4
M4* = h(C’ || h(h(SID || y) || N2)* || N3)
M4* ?= M4
SKU-S = h(h(PW || b || N) || h(h(SID || y) || N2)’)
SKU-S = h(h(PW || b || N)’ || h(h(SID || y) || N2))

Upon receiving the login request message, S generates a nonce N1 and computes M and O. S
sends the user’s verification request message (SID, N1, O, Q, D) to RC. After receiving the
message from S, RC computes the security parameter of S (h(SID || y)*). Then, RC verifies if S
is a legal server comparing M* with M (step 7). If the identity of S is assured, RC recovers h(PW
|| b)’ and computes R* using its secret key x. Afterward, RC recovers N’ and h(ID || PW)’ from
Q and D, respectively. RC computes A* using its secret key z and h(ID || PW)’. RC has all the
security parameters to compute C*. Finally, RC computes and sends the user’s verification
response message (N2, M1, C1, C2) to S.
After receiving the message from RC, S verifies the identity of RC computing steps 19 to 23. If
the verification is correct, S generates a nonce N3 and computes a challenge (M2, M3). Finally, S
sends the login response message (C1, C2, M2, M3) to U.
Upon receiving the login response message, U computes the challenge response by using C1 and
C2. By means of C1 and C2, U can recover two security parameters computed by RC. Then, U
recovers N3 generated by S and computes M3*. Afterward, U checks whether or not M3* is equal
to M3. If there are equal, the identity of S is assured. Finally, U computes and sends the
challenge-response message (M4) to S.
Upon receiving the challenge-response message, S computes and checks whether or not M4* and
M4 are equal. If there are equal, the identity of U is assured.
In steps 37 and 38, U and S computes the session key SKU-S.

3.4. Password phase
In this phase, U can update her password whenever she wants. The process is as follows: U
inserts her smart card and keys her ID and PW and request to change her PW. Then, U’s smart
card checks the validity of U comparing H* with H. If they are equal, U can key her new
password PWnew. U’s smart card computes V* = T ⊕ h(ID || PWnew) and replaces V with V*.
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4. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe the security of the proposed scheme. It demonstrates that our
scheme can resistance known attacks to provide strong security.
Leak of password. If a malicious user obtains the U’s smart card, she cannot recover U’s
identification ID and password PW by using V, B, H, I and b or other combination of them.
Masquerade registration centre. If a malicious user wants to impersonate the registration
centre, she needs to know y, x, and z for computing C, M1, C1 and C2.
Masquerade server attack. If a malicious user attempts to impersonate the server S, she must
be able to forge a valid challenge (M2, M3). However, this attempt will fail, because it is
infeasible to compute M3 = h(h(SID || y) || N2 ) || N3) without the knowledge of h(SID || y). Note
also that there is no way to compute M3, even if SID and N1 are known by the malicious user.
Masquerade user attack. If a malicious user tries to masquerade as legal user, she must be able
to forge a valid login request message (h(PW || b), Q, D, CID, P). However, it is impossible to
compute CID = h(PW || b || N) ⊕ C or P = h(C || h(PW || b || N) || Q) without the knowledge of
A, R, h(ID || PW) and the user’s nonce N. Although, the malicious user can access all the secure
parameters stored in the smart card [15], [16] (V, B, H, I, and b), she cannot obtain security
parameters h(ID || PW), A and R from V, B, H, I, b, Q, D, CID, P or any other combinations of
them.
Replay attack. The proposed scheme uses nonce to withstand replay attack. Nonces N, N1, N2
and N3 are generated independently and their values differ among sessions. For that reason,
malicious users cannot get access to the system by using previous messages.
Secure password change. In the proposed scheme, U’s smart card verifies the correctness of
the actual password PW by comparing H* with the stored H. If the verification process is
correct, U’s smart card accepts the new password PWnew.
Secret key guessing attack. A malicious user can try to extract the registration centre keys x, y
and z from A = h(h(ID || PW) || z), B = A ⊕ h(ID || PW || z) and R = h(h(PW || b) || x). However,
this attempt will fail because it is computationally infeasible to invert a one-way hash function.
Stolen secret keys. A malicious user can try to extract the RC’s secret keys x and z from A and
R. However, she cannot obtain these parameters because it is computationally infeasible to
invert a one-way hash function h().
Stolen verification table. Because the servers and the registration centre do not store and
maintain any verification table, the proposed scheme is secure against this attack.

5. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this section, we compare the computational cost, communication cost and storage capacity of
the proposed scheme with two other multi-server authentication schemes. The performance
comparison is summarized in Table 8.
Due to the limited computational power of smart cards, the scheme must take computational
cost evaluation into consideration. In order to carry out the computational cost evaluation, we
use the following notation Th as the execution time for one-way hash function. Because
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exclusive-or operation requires very low execution time, it is usually neglected considering its
computational cost.
Computational cost. The computational cost is defined as the total time of various operations
executed in each step. From Table 8, we can observe that our scheme is more efficient than
Liao-Wang’s scheme and Hsiang-Shih’s scheme. In our scheme, users perform 6 one-way hash
functions in the login phase. On the other hand, in the scheme proposed by Hsiang-Shih users
perform 7 one-way hash functions. The totally number of one-way hash functions carried out by
each user in our scheme is 9 while users in the scheme proposed by Hsiang-Shih performed 11
one-way hash functions. The computational cost required by our scheme and Liao-Wang’s
scheme is the same from users’ point of view. Moreover, servers performed fewer operations in
our scheme than in previous works.
Communication cost. Table 8 shows the communication cost required by each scheme. In the
login phase, our scheme has a better performance than Hsiang-Shih’s scheme. Although our
scheme requires more communication cost than Hsiang-Shih’s scheme in the mutual
verification and session key agreement phase, the cost is very low for the current network
technologies.
Storage capacity. We evaluate the storage capacity required by our scheme. We assume that
the output size of a one-way hash function, random numbers and secret keys are 160-bit, and
identification, password and nonce are 32-bit length; so the memory needed in the user’s smart
card is 800(5*160) bits, the server requires 160(1*160) bits to store its secret parameter and the
registration centre requires 480(3*160).
Table 8. Performance comparison between our scheme and related schemes.

Computational cost in the registration phase

Computational cost in the login phase
Computational cost in the mutual verification and session
key agreement phase
Communication cost in the login phase
Communication cost in the mutual verification and session
key agreement phase
Storage capacity

U
S
RC
U
S
RC
U
S
RC
U
S
RC
U
S
RC
U

[13]
5Th
6Th
3Th
7Th
512bits
160bits
192bits
640bits

[14]
Ours
1Th
6Th
6Th
7Th
6Th
3Th
3Th
8Th
6Th
5Th
7Th
832bits 800bits
160bits 160bits
736bits 1312bits
352bits 512bits
800bits 800bits

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the scheme proposed by Hsiang and Shih from the following point of views:
1) security; and 2) efficiency. Their scheme prevents the known attacks, making it secure. On
the other hand, their scheme requires high computational cost, as we explained in Table 8.
Moreover, the scheme is not easy-of-use because each user must know the server’s identity
which is not comfortable for users. Hence, we have proposed a new dynamic ID-based remote
user authentication scheme using smart cards for multi-server environment. We have shown that
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our scheme is more efficient, in terms of computational cost, and at the same time provides
strong security. The proposed scheme prevents the known attacks, keeping the merits of Hsiang
and Shih’s scheme. Furthermore, the proposed scheme provides the following properties:
establish a session key, mutual verification, easy-of-use, without verification table and based on
one-way hash function.
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